Multi Person Pedal Boat- 6 person paddle boat
Multi Person Pedal boat is one of our main product which is very easy to control and ride.
It is easy to see from the name of the multi-man pedal boat, that means the pedal boat
can load two or more person.In the park or the beach, you can be hired a pedal boat and
went out on the lake for an hour with your lover. The multi-person pedal boat is the top
one selling the boat in our company now.
The speed of the new multi-person pedal boat compared to traditional chain drive similar
products have been improved greatly. ULIKE multi Person Pedal boat is used by the
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principle of leverage and bull structure. The materials are plastic and the lightweight
aluminum alloy which are very environmentally friendly. Our multi Person Pedal boat is
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with a two-body structure design which effectively improved the design performance of
composite materials. The main features are: light material, the intensity is very high,
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relatively strong corrosion resistance, pedal boat more adapt to the park and some of the
water entertainment. Hunan Leisure Equipment a professional production of a variety of
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water recreational vessels manufacturers, you can customize a variety of models of our
pedal boat products. Our products are mainly water entertainment equipment, the main
product is the water tricycle, water bikes and a variety of leisure water boats. Like the
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pedal boat, bbq donut boat and bumper boat.

As our hulls are used in the double-decked layout. Even if the hull has leaked water can
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continue to use. Because there are two layers, making the safety performance of
multi-person pedal boat has been greatly improved. The latter part of the maintenance
work has been greatly reduced. For the new and old customers brought great convenience.
If you have any request about the multi-person pedal boat or your friends and family
around the need to buy electric boats and other related products, you can check on our
website and choose the one you liked.
Multi Person Pedal Boat Technical Specification:
Type no.: UL-6622
Hull
Fiberglass

Type no.: UL-6600

material: Hull
Fiberglass

Type no.: UL-6633

material: Hull
Fiberglass

Type no.: UL-6611

material: Hull
material:
Fiberglass

and stainless

and stainless

and stainless

and stainless

Weight: 140kg

Weight: 120kg

Weight: 150kg

Weight: 145kg

Length: 2.85m

Length: 3.1m

Length: 3.8m

Length: 4.2m

www.ulikeleisure.com

Butterfly 2 Person Pedal Boat UL-6600
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Our butterfly 2 Person Pedal Boat is widely used for water amusement and entertainment.
The butterfly 2 Person Pedal Boat is a comfortable leisure water ride and with a higher
cycling speedup to 6.5 kilometers per hour. This butterfly 2 Person Pedal Boat is made
from Fiberglass with high strength, which also with high toughness, light weight,
corrosion resistance, colorful, beautiful in appearance. The working life of our butterfly 2
Person Pedal Boat could be more than 8 Years as usually. The design of the butterfly 2
Person Pedal Boat appearance can be satisfied your requirement.
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Swan Pedal Boat UL-6622
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UL-6622 swan pedal boat is a popular water amusement nowadays. The swan Pedal Boat
is really comfortable leisure water ride and with a higher cycling speedup to 6.5
kilometers per hour. The swan pedal boat is made from Fiberglass which are corrosion
resistance, colorful, beautiful in appearance. The working life of our swan pedal boat
could be more than 8 Years. The appearance looks like a swan which makes the boat
looks lovely and cute.

www.ulikeleisure.com

4 people Pedal Boat UL-6633
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4 people Pedal Boat is one kind of economic pedal boat, which are widely used for water
amusement.Once you are riding the 4 people Pedal Boat on the lake or park, you can feel
very comfortable. The 4 person Pedal Boat can reach a higher cycling speed
up to 6.5 kilometers per hour. The 4 person pedal boat is made from Fiberglass, this kind
of material are of high strength, toughness, lightweight, corrosion resistance, colorful,
beautiful in appearance.The working life of our 4 people pedal boat could be more than 8
Years and even longer.

6 Person Pedal Boat UL-6611
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6 Person Pedal Boat is very fashion leisure amusement. There are three colors of our 6
Person Pedal Boat for you to choose, red, blue and yellow. .6 Person Pedal Boat is a
comfortable leisure water ride and can reach a higher cycling speed up to 6.5 kilometers
per hour. 6 Person Pedal Boat is made from Fiberglass with high strength, toughness,
lightweight, corrosion resistance, colorful, beautiful in appearance. Usually, the working
life of 6 Person Pedal Boat could be more than 8 Years. 6person can sit together on the
pedal boat to enjoy the beautiful time on the water.

www.ulikeleisure.com

Ulike engages in R&D, production and sales for park amusement and leisure equipment
such as multi Person Pedal Boat. ULIKE provides the best 6 person paddle boat for
you.
Welcome to contact ULIKE.
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contact us for more details

www.ulikeleisure.com

